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Papers and Panel Presentations 
Listed by First Author 
Uprooted—Refugees/Migrants/The Displaced:   
An International Multidisciplinary Conference 
9th International Conference on Transatlantic 
Studies   
October 10-11, 2016, University of Central Missouri 
 
Abdusabur Abdusamadov, University of Missouri-Columbia:  
Unsafe in the Home of the Other: Everyday Violence Perception of Tajik Labor Immigrants in Russia  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 8:30-9:20, Union 229 
The everyday lives of Tajik labor immigrants in Russia are overwhelmed with the challenges and power relations present 
with representatives of the Federal Migration Service (FMS) and the police force. Another notable facet of these power 
relations is the daily interactions of sections of the Russian population with Tajiks which exacerbate social tensions 
between these two groups. Accordingly, the research questions this paper seeks to answer are what experience of Tajik 
labor immigrants are and how they perceive everyday reality and produce meaning based on the lived experience of 
being affected by phobias, hatreds and violence’s. Drawing on semi-structured interviews hence this paper fulfills a 
twofold goal: first, to elucidate a phenomenon of anti-immigrant violence on the basis of the experience of Tajik labor 
immigrants; and second, to appreciate a complexity of this phenomenon rather than explaining the causes of violence. 
 
Anna Andrews, University of South Dakota  
Our Duty to the Used, Abused, and Confused 
Monday, Oct. 10, 2:00-2:50, Union 101 
 In a report issued by the United Nations High Commission for Refugees, the number of refugees and internationally 
displaced people (IDPs) has reached an all time high since the time of the Second World War. The numbers have risen to 
an astonishing 60 million refugees and IDPs around the world. To put that number into perspective, that would make one 
in every 122 people a displaced person. While every refugee and IDP is suffering, children in particular are suffering the 
most in this global catastrophe. In recent news, the image of a five-year-old boy being dragged from the rubble in Aleppo 
has sparked international news coverage of the conflicts in Syria. While this international news coverage is crucial to 
ending these volatile situations, it is all talk and no action; no one has offered any solutions to fix these problems. 
Countries want to give these refugees and IDPs aid, but they are too afraid to grant the citizenship due to all of the 
terrorist attacks from IS and IS sympathizers. However, supplies and financial assistance in these areas only stretch so 
far when countries with adequate financial means refuse to give military resources to aid in the ending of these conflicts 
out of fear of being involved in more wars.  In the upcoming United States Presidential Election, refugee and IDPs have 
become a huge debate and will be one of the biggest influences when Americans vote for the next President of the United 
States. Illegal immigration, even refugees seeking legal citizenship, have sprung up in multiple conversations for both 
Presidential Nominees and their parties. The outcome of the 2016 Presidential Election will have unknown impacts on 
international relations and national and private level responses to this global issue. 
 
Victoria Arends, UCM   
United States v. Martinez-Fuerte’s effect on Immigration/Refugees 
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 2:00-3:15, Union 237A 
 This paper will examine the Supreme Court case United States v. Martinez-Fuerte and how this case affects 
immigration/refugees. In examining the case, this paper will address the basic facts of United States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 
the legal issues in this case and the lower court decisions that affect this case. 
 
Alex Banaskiewicz, Humboldt State University 
The Syrian War Zone: Refugees Caught In a Crisis  
Monday, Oct. 10, 3:00-4:15, Union 101 
Syria is a nation at war with itself. This is a civil conflict that pits families against one another. The world cautiously stood 
by and watched as this war began. However, they had an increasing fear that this conflict would eventually spill over into 
neighboring nations. Now the world is witnessing the greatest existential crisis since the Second World War with a 
mounting refugee crisis. Europe is the target for the majority of these refugees to flee to because of Europe’s close 
proximity and fruitful economy. Within my research I have analyzed what actually was the cause of this conflict, looking at 
the 20th century history of Syria and how it gained its independence from world powers. I examined the dictatorship which 
came into power soon after independence, and how it affected the Syrian people. I discovered how diverse the social 
groups within Syria actually are. I also discovered concerning methods that foreign nations are implementing to deal with 
the wave of refugees fleeing Syria. Now there is a heated debate between world powers on how to properly address this 
mass migration. 
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April Bass, University of Missouri 
Russian Old Believers in Alaska: Linguistic and cultural continuity of traditionalist refugees  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 8:30-9:20, Union 229 
For two centuries, Russian Old Believers migrated as religious refugees in search of a permanent and tolerant home. 
While one group of Old Believers found refuge in the United States, a nation with vacillating tolerance of religious freedom, 
they encountered new complications of assimilative pressures and temptations – particularly for their children. In an 
attempt to continue their maintenance of high-fidelity cultural and linguistic transmission, a few families established a 
geographically isolated, closed community in South-Central Alaska (SCAK) that grew into a Village with varying 
acculturative strategies. In evaluating the fidelity with which SCAK Old Believers have maintained 17th-century traditional 
(i.e., transmitted from parent to child) lifeways I found that: 1.) the community has surpassed the third-generation 
language shift paradigm that most refugees and immigrants to the United States succumb to; 2.) overt expressions of 
religiosity quantifiably distinguish Old Believers from their non-Old Believer counterparts in the Village, which indicates 
that high-fidelity transmission still occurs; and 3.) traditional transmission is still positively influencing community retention 
(i.e., population maintenance). Additionally, I found that significant Village events induced varying cultural transmission 
strategies at the individual level that had interesting effects on acculturative strategies and behavior at the group level. 
 
Amber Beasley, University of Kansas 
New Nation, New Voice: The Advent of Female Refugee Resettlement Programs 
Monday Oct. 10, 3:00-4:15, Union 236 
Diasporas are timeless, without regard to location, race, faith, age or gender. Scroll down your Facebook feed, turn on the 
television, and open the newspaper. Various refugee crises will most likely make an appearance in your perusal, 
regardless of source. It is a hot topic that incites passion regarding religion, politics, and social activism. Take a moment 
to reflect upon the voices that are being aired in each media outlet. Voices aired and the opinions posted are generally far 
removed from the scene of refuge or the ideology of the refugee. Given the novelty of the recent refugee crises, 
publications highlighting the travels and travails from the viewpoint of these uprooted communities have been scarce. In 
the context of this paper, I hope to shed light onto an even rarer refugee experience, that of the women attempting to 
resettle in a new land. 
 
Benecia Carmack, UCM  
The United States Asylum Process 
Tuesday, Oct. 12, 2:00-3:15, Union 125 
The process of asylum is a determination and hearing for the protections of foreign nationals that have entered the United 
States, legally or not, or are at the borders and meet the definition of a refugee as defined by United Nations 1951 
Convention. The asylum process protects refugees, or asylum seekers, from “non-refoulement”, not returning the refugee 
to the area they are escaping because of fear of persecution since they are a member of a particular race, religion, 
nationality, social group, or political opinion. In the United State asylum is granted by asylum officers or immigration 
judges. The paper will outline the two asylum processes in the United States; the affirmative process and the defensive 
process.  The affirmative process involves the asylum seeker filing an application for asylum with the United States 
Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) and involves an asylum officer. The defensive process occurs when the 
asylum seeker is in removal proceedings and applies to an immigration judge, hence this is a defensive measure against 
removal from the United States. The asylum seeker has the burden to prove, through their testimony or evidence, 
persecution or a “well-founded fear” that persecution will occur if sent back.  A “credible fear interview” can be conducted 
to persons being sent back to their home country who apply for asylum. If someone is ultimately granted asylum then 
certain immigration benefits are granted to them, their spouse, and any unmarried children under the age of 21. 
 
Myrna Cintron, Prairie View A&M University 
The Voices Least Heard: Opinions of Latino Adults on Unaccompanied Minors at the U.S.-Mexican borders  
Monday Oct. 10, 2:00-2:50, Union 236 
During the summer of 2014, U.S. citizens became aware of what looked like a new wave of undocumented aliens. These 
were not just any aliens; these were children, who were making the journey alone, without a parent or guardian, who had 
left their homes to find their way to the U.S. These children became known by many names on the news, but their official 
federal label is Unaccompanied Alien Children. The topic of immigration is a historically constructed one and the 
questions posed by it have never been answered to the satisfaction of all. This paper will present findings from three focus 
groups conducted with Latino adults. The focus groups addressed the topic of unaccompanied minors crossing the U.S. 
Mexican border. The rationale for conducting focus groups with Latino adults is that the voice of this group is missing from 
national surveys. 
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Brooke Cooley, University of Nebraska at Omaha 
Lisa Sample, University of Nebraska at Omaha   
Assessing Methamphetamine Use among Refugee Youth in Omaha 
Monday Oct. 10, 2:00-2:50, Union 236 
The Omaha metropolitan area attracts large refugee population from many nations. Representatives from social service 
agencies in Omaha have reported an alarming increase in the use of methamphetamine (meth) among Karen adolescents 
in Omaha. While the manufacture and use of methamphetamine has been well-documented in Burma, little is known 
about meth use among Karen refugee youth in the United States. To determine the state of meth use among Karen youth 
in Omaha, 2 focus groups of five to six youth, ranging in age from 12-17, were conducted. Findings suggest, like most 
youth, the Karen children were reluctant to disclose their own use of drugs, but they did see the use of meth and other 
drugs in their schools as a problem. No juveniles in these groups spoke of the use of meth in refugee camps, but rather 
they were introduced to this drug in Omaha schools. 
 
Callie Ferguson, UCM  
US v. Brignoni-Ponce, Case Study  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 2:00-3:15, Union 237A 
 This paper will be discussing what occurred in this case including the explanation of events, the charges, and why they 
were overturned by the Supreme Court. It will also be discussing the relevant commentary associated with the case, and 
recent applications of this decision by lower courts over the area of border patrol enforcement. 
 
Alan Garfield, Dubuque University 
Media Accounts and Metaphors: The Displaced as seen in the USA and Western Europe  
Monday Oct. 10, 9:00-9:50, Union 236 
According to the United Nation’s Refugee Agency, the number of people displaced by conflict at the end of 2015 was the 
highest ever — even greater than the refugee crisis that followed the Second World War. By the end of 2015, some 65.3 
million people were forcibly displaced from their homes globally. In that year alone, an estimated 12.4 million people were 
newly displaced, according to the report. 
 
Kamel Ghozzi, UCM 
The Asylum Seeker: A Threat to Western Societies?  
Monday Oct. 10, 9:00-9:50, Union 236 
While economic migrants initiate their own journey and take stock of their own fate, and while their self-initiated 
displacements often work as starting points for new chapters in their lives, and therefore, help them develop a futuristic 
outlook, mass asylum seekers have no personal input in their predicaments. They are often poor people uprooted in large 
numbers from their homelands by immediate fear of death or persecution.  Consequently, by depicting migration as 
“transient labor power” easily commodified by the workings of market laws, sociological concepts appear to be of high 
explanatory power. Yet, the refugee phenomenon appears to evade most sociology’s conceptual tools, as it resists all 
definitions in terms of “labor power”. Refugees are traditionally seen as “victims” of religious and/or political persecution, 
and decisions to accept or reject them neither stems from, nor are justified by the desire to use their “labor power” or to 
commodify it for profit. States often accept or reject refugees out of a “sense of compassion” or moral obligation toward 
victims of mass persecution. As a result, very few sociologists would dare to apply the sociological concept of “labor 
power” to the refugee phenomenon, or claim that admission or rejection of refugees depend upon the desire of societies 
of reception to commodify their labor power for more capital accumulation. This “theoretical paralysis” of sociology in 
dealing with the refugee phenomenon has left the floor wide open for “culturalist”  and “ security obsessed” approaches to 
influence Western views toward refugees through two big frames: First, the frame of the refugee as a “threat”, not merely 
to the material resources of Western societies, but also to their “cultural order”. This frame is premised upon the 
assumption that the “Western society” is primarily a “gemeinschaft” where people are bonded by cultural similarity. 
Proponents of this frame have depicted the mass influx of culturally different refugees to the West as a factor of 
destabilization to Western established “cultural order”.  Second, there is the frame of the refugee as a “potential security 
problem”. Western Policy makers are increasingly embracing the idea that refugees could be associated to terrorism. 
They are stressing the assumption that refugees will not be well vetted prior to being admitted to societies of reception, 
and therefore, could be infiltrated by terrorists. Since refugees constitute a potential threat to the safety of Western 
societies, their danger outweighs all moral obligations to admit them. This paper is an attempt to examine the theoretical 
strengths and weaknesses of each of the two frames by addressing their taken for granted, hidden philosophical premises. 
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Daniel Gilhooly, UCM 
Rethinking Refugee Urban Resettlement: A Case Study on Rural Resettlement of Karen in Rural Georgia 
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 3:30-4:45, Union 237A 
Since the mid-1970s the majority of refugees resettled in the US have been resettled in urban areas (Marks, 2014; Singer 
& Wilson, 2007).  Over the decades this policy has resulted in refugees being resettled in some of the most deprived 
urban neighborhoods (Lugar, 2010; Phillimore & Goodson, 2006; Singer & Wilson, 2007; Zhou & Bankston, 1994). 
Research suggests that urban resettlement can have negative impacts on refugee communities (Lugar, 2010; Marks, 
2014). Currently, a dearth of research addresses rural refugee communities in the US. This study aims to fill that gap via 
an ethnographic portrait of one rural community of resettled Karen living in rural Georgia, USA.  The findings of this case 
study suggest that rural resettlement may afford refugees multiple advantages. Our findings conclude that refugees like 
the Karen, who come from rural backgrounds, benefit from the familiar lifestyle rural living affords. This paper also 
addresses issues of employment, housing, and cultural heritage and language maintenance of our case study community. 
 
 Della Goavec, UCM 
Coping with Illegal Immigration through Laughing: The case of Characters in Enfer mon Ciel by Sébastien 
Muyengo Mulombe 
Monday Oct. 10, 9:00-9:50, Union 229 
Illegal immigration has become an important topic that Medias and Arts continue to explore. African writers for instance 
have devoted numerous works on what Adama Coulibaly and Yao Louis Konan have termed “Les Écritures migrantes ” 
(Migrants’ writings). Through this collective work, the authors describe hardships that illegal migrants face while waiting for 
the miracle: being able to enter Europe, by all means.  What those chapters do not address are ways that illegal migrants 
use in order to cope with their hardships, such as Identity quest, cultural barriers. We wish to analyze contexts in which 
laughing is used, in Enfer mon ciel by Sébastien Muyengo Mulombe, Sebastien Muyengo Mulombe to escape from the 
pain that illegal migrants endure during their pursuit for happiness. 
 
Jill Greer, Missouri Southern State University 
Mikh Gunderman, Missouri Southern State University 
The Dynamics of Demographic shift:  An Exploratory Look at Refugee Resettlement in McDonald County, 
Missouri  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 2:00-3:15, Union 237A 
This paper provides an overview of recent immigration into a rural (and historically Caucasian) county in Southwestern 
Missouri, especially the town of Noel.  We describe responses to demographic changes over two decades, starting with 
Hispanic migrants in 1992. The poultry industry’s central role is demonstrated, particularly the processing plant near Noel, 
whose employment needs draw immigrants.  In 2009 Noel became home to refugees from Somalia, who face significant 
linguistic and cultural barriers to integrating successfully.  Pacific Islander and Burmese refugees followed shortly 
thereafter (2013 – present).  “Locals” express both acceptance and resentment.  Public and private organizations attempt 
to address refugee needs.  Negative events are also discussed, from vandalism against newcomers, to intra-refugee 
crime.  Data comes from local newspapers, radio programs, government websites, and related social media.    
 
Musa Ilu, UCM 
The Political Economy of Internally Displaced Peoples: Towards a new theoretical and conceptual framework of 
displaced peoples in Africa  
Monday, Oct. 10, 2:00-2:50, Union 229 
The global nature of internally displaced peoples has been recognized as major a problem by the United Nation, 
international humanitarian organizations and nongovernmental organizations.  We have witnessed the emergence of 
organizations, institutions, and international efforts to deal with this problem but without much success. The failure of 
reintegrating many groups and individuals after being displaced from their communities suggests that the theoretical and 
conceptual framework used to comprehend this problem is weak or lacking in its explanatory power. This paper uses the 
political economy approach to critically examine documents and policies that addressed internal displaced peoples. 
Particular attentions is focused on the United Nations 1951 Refuge Convention, 1998 United Nations Guiding Principle 
and  Office for the coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA). The paper suggest that proactive policies and action are 
required that address issues of governance, human rights, sovereignty, equality and freedom in all societies.  
 
Ajlina Karamehic-Muratovic, St Louis University 
Exploring Dimensions of ‘Forgiveness’ in St. Louis’ Bosnian Diaspora Community  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 3:30-4:45, Union 229 
Is it possible to forgive but never forget? In preparation for an edited book titled “Remembrance and Forgiveness: 
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Genocide and Mass Violence,” this paper explores the relatively new science of 
forgiveness, in the context of genocide and mass violence that occurred in Bosnia and Herzegovina from 1992 to 1995. 
With resettlement that began in 1993, Bosnians now make up the largest refugee and immigrant population group in St. 
Louis. More than twenty years post resettlement, issues of forgiveness, in terms of a personal and voluntary act, arise in 
narratives as individuals attempt to repair interpersonal relationships by not forgetting the past. The paper considers the 
complexities of forgiving in the St. Louis Bosnian diaspora community with the goal of arriving at a more comprehensive 
understanding of a legacy of genocide. 
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Adna  Karamehic-Oates, Virginia Tech 
Refugee asylum systems and the fragmentation of Bosnian refugee families  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 3:30-4:45, Union 229 
As a result of the conflict in Bosnia in the 90s, over half of its 4.3 million people became displaced. Approximately half 
were internally displaced, while the rest left the country as refugees for various countries around the world. The Bosnian 
Ministry of Human Rights and Refugees estimates that a little over a third of Bosnia’s population lives outside the country. 
The war left thousands of families fragmentized and scattered in new countries and within new cultures, trying to adjust to 
the profound shift in their life-course. But while the primary cause of the fragmentation of Bosnian families was the conflict 
itself, other external factors have also played a role. In this paper, I discuss how refugee asylum systems have contributed 
to the fragmentation of Bosnian refugee families. 
 
Joachim Kibirige, Missouri Western State University 
War as a Universal Public Health Hazard: Highlights from Africa 
Monday, Oct. 10, 3:00-4:15, Union 101 
Issues of immigration, refugees, displacement, etc., are fundamental problems that have pervaded human society for 
millennia and the form and degree of the current global crisis is only a reflection of modern day variations of the impact of 
otherwise similar social forces.  As of themselves, however, the manifest problems themselves (migration, displacement, 
refugees, etc.) do not have a life of their own and must be traced to their core causes such as (in this specific case) war.   
Yet war itself, is a consequence of even broader socio-historical and politico-economic forces. In this respect, therefore, in 
order to capture its full complexity, war must be analyzed as both a cause as well as a consequence.  Focusing on Sub-
Saharan Africa, this paper examines war as a multi-dimensional public health hazard with multi-pronged consequences. 
 
Anna Madsen, University of South Dakota  
Mass Migration and the Rise of the European Right: Nationalistic Responses to Immigration 
Monday, Oct. 10, 2:00-2:50, Union 101 
Recent years have seen the resurgence of nationalistic, ring-wing populist parties in Europe. How much of the growing 
popularity of these parties can be attributed to negative domestic reaction to the over one million immigrants that have 
passed into Europe? Has immigration empowered the European far right? With the increasing negative sentiment towards 
immigration, especially in regards to recent acts of extreme terrorism, this paper will analyze and compare several 
nationalist parties and their responses to immigration issues within Europe. Specifically, the paper will focus on and 
compare nationalist parties in the United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Hungary. The growing voices 
of these nationalistic parties have already affected their political systems, and the implications of past and future 
responses to immigration may begin to have noticeable impacts on public sentiment and policy decisions. The question 
that remains is if the far right was already on the rise or if mass migration truly propelled the far right forward. 
 
Gabrielle Metzger, University of South Dakota 
Native Americans: The United States’ Forgotten Human Rights Dilemma  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 8:30-9:20, Union 125 
 Recently, human rights concerns seem to have centered on those suffered by foreigners fleeing war-torn countries. 
Additionally, these concerns typically focus on macro-level human rights abuses that attract worldwide media attention. 
While remediating these human rights issues is vitally important for obvious reasons; smaller, less attention-attracting 
human rights violations still merit investigation and attempts at remediation. These less severe violations especially 
require serious consideration when committed regularly on United States soil. Because of the lack of publicity and 
typically minimal nature of human rights abuses in the United States, it has become easy to ignore them in lieu of large 
scale, appalling human rights abuses in faraway countries. Native Americans residing in United States Indian 
Reservations face human rights abuses comparatively small to “typical” human rights violations, but the fact that these 
violations exist in a country like the United States is a shock to many. Unfortunately, these abuses often center around the 
United States criminal justice system and lie out of sight of the general population, so they fail to garner the media 
attention of blatant human rights abuses, whether in the United States or elsewhere. These human rights issues in the 
Native American community reach beyond visible economic and social problems; they stem into the rights or lack of 
appropriate rights Native Americans enjoy in the United States criminal justice system. This paper will contend that Native 
American communities on Indian Reservations experience human rights abuses through a lack of rights when interacting 
with the US criminal justice system. This issue has the potential to be solved by incorporating an international law based 
approach to jurisdiction in criminal cases involving Native Americans or occurring in Indian Reservation. 
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Margaret Njenga, UCM 
Why does Africa experience brain drain?  
Monday, Oct. 10, 9:00-9:50, Union 101 
A Lot of people migrate from their countries. Some migrate by choice others in the name of looking for greener pastures. 
Africa is a developing country but most of its own people live outside of their countries and continent. Millions of Africans 
live in Australia, Canada, United States, south America, Asia just to name but a few. Most of this African people live a 
great lifestyle which they worked for. A lot of Africans living out of Africa enjoy the great life. Most of them are doctors, 
pilots, nurses, Professors, Musicians, Engineering and many more. These people leave the so called “dream” yet their 
families remain in the African countries barely making it in life. Billions of money are sent to Africa from other Africans in 
the diaspora to their families in Africa. Everyone asks questions such as why can’t they make their continent developed 
first? The doctors and the like would rather stay in the diaspora than move back home because of problems such as being 
undervalued job wise, salary wise, and many more. 
 
Lisa Ossian, Des Moines Area Community College 
The Grimmest Spectre’:  Displaced Persons & the Emergency Famine of 1946 
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 3:30-4:45, Union 229 
Europe and Asia only seemed at peace in 1946, “the invisible year.”  With wartime’s devastation of life and property, the 
remaining European and Asian men, women, and children who somehow survived remained within serious flux.  
Thousands became “displaced persons” or DP’s--searching for food, shelter, family and safety.   President Truman 
appointed former President Herbert Hoover, whose expertise saved millions of Europeans following the Great War, to 
chair his Famine Emergency Commission as nearly half a billion people faced starvation worldwide.  On March 17th, 
Hoover climbed aboard a C-54 transport for a six-week “food study” through thirty-nine countries, traveling 35,000 miles to 
examine conditions, assess damages, and report needs.  What Hoover witnessed in allied and enemy countries he 
described as “the grimmest spectre” and wrote in his poem “Hunger,” that famine will “kill more than all of the guns.”  
Hoover’s mission created UNICEF and the Marshall Plan. 
 
Aaron Padgett, University of Missouri-Columbia 
Rethinking Subaltern Positionality: Discourses of Power within Micronesian-U.S. Decolonizing Relations 
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 3:30-4:45, Union 229 
This paper explores the decolonizing relations between the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM) and the United States 
(US). The ties between these two nations is maintained through a Compact of Free Association (COFA) which provides 
financial aid and allows certain “benefits” for FSM citizens in exchange for US military jurisdiction over Micronesian waters 
and airspace. Beginning from the assumption that historical discourse is not fact, but rather works to (re)produce 
particular histories, I employ post structural and decolonial analytical tools to deconstruct how the COFA preserves a 
discourse of coloniality between the US and the FSM. I conclude by calling for further ethnographic research in the 
Micronesian diaspora in order to more fully understand Micronesian migrants’ subaltern position and processes of identity 
construction in the US.ntation of Bosnian refugee families. 
 
Hillary Pennell, UCM 
Wendy Geiger, UCM 
Panel Presentation: “FilmAid: Addressing media, agency, and gender in refugee camps” 
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 2:00-3:15, Union 229 
This presentation will address the intersection of media and social movements among refugees. Many social movement 
organizations work to “help” refugees, while ignoring the refugee’s personal needs. FilmAid is committed to providing a 
outlet through film and other media to share refugees’ voices with each other and the world. In addition to providing 
refugees personal agency to tell their own stories, FilmAid gives a special voice to women, who are so often ignored. After 
providing information about social movements and gender issues, videos created by refugees who have been impacted 
by FilmAid will be screened. Participation from the audience will be encouraged. 
 
Stephen Plants, UCM  
US v Arvizu Case Study     
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 2:00-3:15, Union 237A 
 In January 1998, Ralph Arvizu was arrested for the possession of more than 120 pounds of marijuana.  The agent, 
Clinton Stoddard, was first alerted by a sensor in a road often used by smugglers to bypass a checkpoint. The vehicle 
tripped the sensor during a shift change, which Stoddard also noted as unusual. He found a minivan on the road, which is 
often used by smugglers. As Stoddard approached the vehicle, the driver slowed down and was overly rigid, usual for a 
friendlier portion of Arizona. The minivan later made a quick turn, away from possible picnicking or sightseeing areas. 
Stoddard pulled back up to the minivan and the children waved abnormally, as if coached. Stoddard learned that the car 
was registered to an address in a typical smuggling area of Douglas. Arvizu was convicted with intent to distribute, but he 
appealed, moving that the marijuana be suppressed, because the arresting agent did not have reasonable suspicion to 
pull Arvizu over.  However, the Supreme Court unanimously affirmed Arvizu’s conviction, looking at the totality of the 
circumstances to find reasonable suspicion. This paper will cover recent aspects of this case, including recent 
commentary and other applications. 
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Stephanie Potochnick, University of Missouri 
Local-Level Immigration Enforcement and Food Insecurity Risk among Hispanic Immigrant Families with 
Children: National-Level Evidenceajlina 
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 3:30-4:45, Union 229 
Local-level immigration enforcement generates fear and reduces social service use among Hispanic immigrant families 
but the health impacts are largely unknown. We examine the consequence of 287(g), the foundational enforcement 
program, for one critical risk factor of child health—food insecurity. We analyze nationally representative data on 
households with children from pooled cross-sections of the Current Population Survey Food Supplemental Survey. We 
identify the influence of 287(g) on food insecurity pre-post-policy accounting for metro-area and year fixed-effects. We find 
that 287(g) is associated with a 10 percentage point increase in the food insecurity risk of Mexican non-citizen households 
with children, the group most vulnerable to 287(g). We find no evidence of spillover effects on the broader Hispanic 
community. Our results suggest that local immigration enforcement policies have unintended consequences. Although 
287(g) has ended, other federal-local immigration enforcement partnerships persist, which makes these findings highly 
policy relevant. 
 
Ann Powell-Brown, UCM  
Daniel Joseph Gilhooly, UCM  
Dawna Lisa Buchanan Butterfield, UCM  
Panel Discussion: “But Those People are ‘Just Weird:’ Creating an Inclusive Environment for all Students” 
Monday, Oct. 10, 3:00-4:15, Union 229  
Three faculty members from UCM will discuss their experiences with children and young adults whose cultures do not 
mesh with their experiences in a new environment.  With a focus on ways to help American students of all ages become 
more culturally sensitive, they will discuss research they have conducted, ways to help teachers become less afraid of 
ELL students and topics about diversity, and how we might help college students become more comfortable with cultural 
diversity in its many forms. 
 
Haroon Sattar, UCM  
Container Transformation-Mobile Shelter Design 
Monday Oct. 10, 3:00-4:15, Union 236 
Human habitats are often challenged by natural, political, socio-economic, and other forces. Many times these forces 
render people homeless. Depending on nature and causes, the displacement period of refuge may range from few days 
to years.  According to UNHCR in 2014 there were 59.5 million people forcibly displaced worldwide. An estimated 13.9 
million people were newly displaced due to conflict and persecutions in 2014. During such time, people seek food, shelter, 
and medical help. Other important facilities include administration, protection from crime and violence, hygiene- bathing 
and, safe drinking water. According to FEMA and UNHCR need for emergency housing are compelling. During disaster, 
people seek relief and support in family. Most disaster shelter fails to answer this vital need. The need for quick 
deployment, providing temporary relief is ideally followed by reuse or recycling the facilities. 
 
Timothy Schorn, University of South Dakota 
Sexual Violence and the Movement of People  
Monday, Oct. 10, 3:00-4:15, Union 101 
Rape, sexual assault, and exploitation were ubiquitous at the end of World War II. As the international community 
witnessed the development of humanitarian and human rights law in the years since, the fundamental question posed 
here is: Have we seen similar advancements in international law as it applies to rape, sexual assault, and exploitation as 
well? The importance of this question to this conference revolves around the following points. First, during times of conflict 
and the movement of military forces, there have been significant episodes of sexual violence perpetrated against civilians. 
Second, periods of conflict that experience either systematic/programmatic or “incidental” instances of sexual often result 
in the movement of large numbers of people, which further undermines the sexual security of people, especially women. 
Third, international humanitarian and legal actors are compelled, though oftentimes unprepared, to respond to this cause 
and/or effect of conflict wherever displaced persons and refugees are found.  This paper focuses primarily on the 
international legal developments in addressing sexual violence in particular cases as evidence that while movement 
forward has been substantial, it has not been enough to end, or even slow, sexual violence during times of conflict and 
migration. 
 
Ian Sneid, UCM 
The perceptions and realities of refugees  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 8:30-9:20, Union 125 
 The subject of refugees has been controversial and dividing issue in international affairs.  Refugees are not just an issue 
in the United States, but a global argument over rights, responsibilities, justice and security.   My project involves 
surveying UCM students on how they feel about refugees and the United States.  Factors that are to be considered are 
political affiliation, religion, going to another country, nationality.  What this study seeks to find is a connection between 
what impacts attitudes overall for Americans and their views of refugees, the Americas role in refugee issues, and their 
perceptions of the program as it relates to the facts.  In current times, the number of refugees and displaced persons is at 
a record high and work should be done evaluating how average citizens feel about refugees and their government’s role 
in addressing refugee issues. 
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Shyam Sriram, University of California, Santa Barbara 
Reassessing Refugee Mental Health Needs: The Case of the Bhutanese 
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 8:30-9:20, Union 237A 
Over the last seven years, the Bhutanese refugee community in the United States has been struck with a wave of over 50 
suicides. The high incidence is shocking because this community represents one of the newest groups of refugees to be 
admitted to the United States. The issues of suicide and mental health provide a proxy for the larger discussion on 
refugee resettlement in the United States. Too often, however, proposals concerning the welfare of refugees tend to be 
focused on the macro level and based on quantitative data. The focus of this project two-fold. First, I aim to contribute to 
the research on refugee political behavior through a study involving individual and group interviews with 18 Bhutanese 
refugees in the Atlanta area. Subjects were asked their opinions on a variety of topics, but my focus for this project is on 
their community concerns, in particular, suicide. Second, I provide three policy recommendations that cover fundamentally 
shifts in the way we should view how we take care of refugees in the United States. 
 
Mary Sundal, Washburn University 
Life as a Migrant Street Beggar 
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 2:00-3:15, Union 237A 
In January 2007, the Ugandan government, in cooperation with several NGOs, began resettling Karimojong in 
Northeastern Uganda. This program targets Karimojong migrants, mostly women and children, who beg in the streets of 
Kampala, the capital of Uganda. Unfortunately, due to insecurity—persistent armed cattle raids and attacks by the 
Ugandan army—many of these Karimojong originally fled to Kampala for survival. They were instead subjected to public 
harassment, life threatening disease outbreaks, and brutal treatment by public officials in an effort to rid Kampala streets 
of Uganda’s unwanted residents. Now, approximately 1000 people are scheduled for resettlement throughout Karamoja, 
the territorial homeland of several pastoralist groups. This population is promised protection from the Ugandan 
government to increase their security in the Northeast. This paper is built on interviews with both mothers in Kampala and 
returnees in the resettlement areas. 
 
Matt Thomas, UCM 
Yuankun Yao, UCM 
Reading in Refugee Camps  
Monday Oct. 10, 9:00-9:50, Union 229 
This paper will provide a brief overview of several projects taking place in refugee camps around the world that focus on 
the reading and literacy development needs of those in the camps.  These programs will be examined through a lens that 
includes factors such as size, scope, duration, sustainability, and perceived alignment with literacy education best 
practices.  Some theoretical background on reading while in crisis, or literacy development while under duress, will also 
be provided. The purpose of this paper is to shed some light on this one particular small, but potentially important part of 
refugee life, with hope that it opens up opportunities for others to get involved and to provide relevant aid where possible. 
 
David Tushaus, Missouri Western State University 
Chrissy Clark, Missouri Western State University 
Use of Mobile Legal Aid Clinics to address needs of displaced persons: A case study in Nepal  
Tuesday, Oct. 11, 8:30-9:20, Union 237A 
This presentation will address the use of Mobile Legal Aid Clinics to increase access to justice for displaced persons, in 
this case survivors of natural disasters. The team will present on our study of the perceived effectiveness of mobile clinic 
training and assistance to survivors of the Nepal earthquake in 2015. 
 
Roberto Jose Velasquez, New Mexico State University  
The 36th Anniversary of the 1980 Mariel Exodus:  Closing the Chapter on Cuba’s Most Controversial Migration 
Monday Oct. 10, 3:00-4:15, Union 236 
"April 1, 2016 marked the 36th anniversary of the 1980 Cuban Mariel boatlift. Thirty-six years later, the Mariel baby who 
was one-year old at the time of its departure is now close to middle age and the elder who was 60 years old is likely now 
be deceased.  Many from Mariel acculturated well to society, others struggled and never made it.  Many took on the 
challenge surviving in a distinct culture survived because of their resilience while others became overwhelmed and 
developed emotional or substance abuse problems or took their lives.  Many married others from Mariel while others 
chose to marry outside of the culture.  Many from Mariel, especially youngsters succeeded in school and obtained high 
levels of education while others struggled and eventually entered a very marginalized life.  The primary aim of this 
presentation is to present a systematic summary of the group of Cuban refugees who were generally very different from 
those who had come to this country previously.  This researcher served as a mental health counselor at Ft. Chaffee, 
Arkansas for the U.S. State Department’s Cuban-Haitian Task Force for one at the most difficult of all refugee camps and 
has studied the adjustment of this wave of refugees for the past 36 years and will offer personal insights into this 
population then and now.  He has also traveled to Cuba on many occasions and studied the reasons why the Mariel 
Boatlift was initiated and the Cuban perspective on this event including “push factors” at that particular historical period in 
Cuba." 
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Roberto Jose Velasquez, New Mexico State University  
Crimmigration, Incarceration, and Color-Blindness:  An Assault on the Latino/a Family (Familia) in the U.S. and 
Latin America  
Tuesday, Oct. 12, 2:00-3:15, Union 125 
Crimmigration"" is defined by social scientists in the United States as the criminalization of immigration status, most 
notably the criminalization of persons who are undocumented or without legal status in this country.  Over the past 25 to 
30years, more and more undocumented persons, primarily of Mexican and Central American origin, have entered the 
criminal justice system as the result of harsher penalties imposed by the government including lengthy terms of 
incarceration in federal prisons, followed by placement in ICE prisons and then deportation, which usually breaks up many 
families.  Many critics have argued that the practice of not only singling out and demonizing these immigrants is inhumane, 
but also reflective of this country's shift toward increased racism, discrimination, xenophobia, and nativism.  In fact, 
immigration and the undocumented has become a wedge issue in the current presidential contest, especially with Donald 
Trump.  Other critics have argued that the mass incarceration of these populations is simply a means of supporting the 
greater prison-industrial complex, which has also grown at alarming rates during this same period of time.  Unfortunately, 
there is little research on the devastation that crimmigration has caused the families, especially the spouses and children, 
of persons who have been incarcerated because of illegal entry into the United States.  For example, there is virtually no 
research on the emotional devastation experienced by children whose parents are arrested in front of them, often at 
gunpoint and under duress, and then sentenced to prison.  This presentation will examine the many problems that 
crimmigration has caused in the Latino/a community in the United States under the guise of color-blindness and “get 
tough” immigration policies, and how psychologists, educators, criminologists, and community members can assist 
families to survive such devastation and trauma.  This presentation also considers how children of an incarcerated parent 
can struggle and develop problems including problems that can eventually lead them into the criminal justice system.  
This author also discusses how crimmigration is a growing problem in other parts of the world as well and that is in now 
an issue that has both social and political implications at the international level." 
 
Zachary Walker, UCM  
Climate Change Refugees: How to Deal with the Next Outbreak of the World  
Monday, Oct. 10, 9:00-9:50, Union 101 
Climate refugees are on track to become the largest displaced group in the world.  However, we lack the legal and policy 
tools to help them because under the current UNHRC definition of “refugee,” people who are displaced due to 
environmental factors are not considered refugees.  As a result, the United Nations can take no action to specifically help 
these people.  In this paper I look at what the United States can and should do to help climate change refugees in the 
Middle East.  To illustrate the importance of establishing a legal category of climate refugees and devising policies to help 
them, this paper offers a brief comparison of how climate change is impacting the current political situations in Yemen.  By 
comparing different scientific data from a wide range of studies, this paper first demonstrates how climate. 
 
Henry Wambuii, UCM 
The Plight of the Internally Displaced: A Comparative Look at Policy Recourses in Africa  
Monday, Oct. 10, 2:00-2:50, Union 229 
This comparative paper will focus on the very real problem of internally displaced persons in Africa. Different from 
refugees, internally displaced people fall outside of the legal protection of international laws governing forced migration 
and are often left to the mercy of respective regional governments. At the heart of our inquiry is the key question of how 
different African governments have sought to address the recurring problem of internal displacement. While African 
governments are obligated by international laws to harbor and protect identified refugees as per the 1951 UN Geneva 
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1969 Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee 
Problems in Africa, always under the watchful eye of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), not so for 
domestically internally displaced persons. Given this disparity, what public policies (if any) exist across the continent to 
address the issue of internal displacement? 
 
 
 
 
------------------------ 
 
Poster Session 
Monday, Oct. 10, 4:15-5:15 Union 238,  
Participants to be announced. 
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